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Introduction

The Project+ certification is an excellent entry-level project management certification. As a globally recognized credential, the Project+ certification demonstrates that the holder has knowledge and skills across a broad range of project management topics.

Every day, in every industry, organizations large and small launch new projects. Many of these organizations realize that personnel with skills and knowledge in project management are vital to successful projects. Project+ certified professionals have more than just basic project management knowledge; to pass the Project+ exam, certification candidates must understand all aspects of project management.

Project management knowledge and skills apply to all types of projects, from construction to software development to manufacturing and all other fields. Earning Project+ certification demonstrates the project management professional’s ability to initiate, plan, execute, monitor and control, complete, and close projects.

Goals of the Project+ Certification

The Project+ certification is created and managed by the Computing Technology Industry Association (CompTIA), a well-known certification body. CompTIA Project+ certification has a number of stated goals. Although not crucial for passing the exam, having knowledge of the CompTIA organization and its goals for the Project+ certification can be helpful in understanding the motivation behind the creation and contents of the exam.

Sponsoring Body

CompTIA is a nonprofit trade association that provides a vendor-neutral certification process and works with partners to create educational materials. The Project+ certification is one of a number of certifications offered by CompTIA:

- A+
- Network+
- Security+
- Linux+
- Cloud+
- Mobility+
- Server+
- CDIA+
CompTIA also offers two master-level security certifications:

- CompTIA Advanced Security Practitioner (CASP)
- Cybersecurity Analyst+ (CSA+)

**Stated Goals**

The goal of CompTIA in its administration of the Project+ certification is to provide a reliable instrument to measure an individual’s knowledge and skills for managing the project life cycle, ensuring appropriate communication, managing resources and stakeholders, and maintaining project documentation. The topics covered in the exam are technically more shallow than those tested by some other project management certifications.

The topics that comprise the four domains of knowledge covered by the Project+ exam (PK0-004) are discussed later in this Introduction.

**Value of the Project+ Certification**

The Project+ certification holds value for both the exam candidate and the organization. Project management is a job skill that is increasing in popularity on job sites. Project+ is often seen as a great entry-level certification for people who are new to the project management field.

**To the Project Professional**

Many reasons exist for a project management professional to spend the time and effort required to achieve Project+ certification:

- To meet growing demand for project management professionals
- To become more marketable in an increasingly competitive job market
- To enhance skills in a current job
- To qualify for or compete more successfully for a promotion
- To increase earnings

In short, this credential demonstrates that the holder not only has the knowledge and skills tested on the exam but also the wherewithal to plan and implement a course of study that addresses a broad range of project management topics.
To the Organization

For an organization, the Project+ certification offers a reliable benchmark against which job candidates can be measured by validating both knowledge and experience. Individuals holding this certification stand out, making the hiring process easier and adding a level of confidence in the final selection.

Project+ Objectives

The material contained in the Project+ exam (PK0-004) is divided into four domains, with several objectives in each:

- Project basics domain
- Project constraints domain
- Communication and change management domain
- Project tools and documentation domain

For the most part, this book devotes a chapter to each of these objectives. A few objectives have been combined logically into one chapter. Some overlap is inevitable between the domains and objectives, leading to some overlap between topics covered in the chapters. This section describes the domains and topics covered.

Project Basics Domain

The project basics domain covers a broad spectrum of general project management topics:

- Properties of a project
- Project roles and responsibilities
- Project phases
- Project cost control
- Project team organizational structures
- Project schedules
- Agile methodology
- Human resource, physical resource, and personnel management
Project Constraints Domain

The *project constraints domain* covers a broad range of project limiting factors:

- Project constraint variables and influences
- Project risk strategies and activities

Communication and Change Management Domain

The *communication and change management domain* covers the who, what, why, and when of communication and the change management process:

- Project communication methods
- Project communication influences
- Project communication triggers, audience, and rationale
- Project change control process and types of changes
- Organizational change

Project Tools and Documentation Domain

The *project tools and documentation domain* covers all the tools and documents that are used to manage a project successfully:

- Project management tools
- Project-centric documents
- Vendor-centric documents

Steps to Becoming CompTIA Project+ Certified

To become CompTIA Project+ certified, the candidate must meet certain prerequisites and follow certain procedures. This section covers those topics.

About the Project+ Exam

The Project+ exam is a computer-based test that the candidate can spend up to 90 minutes completing. There are no formal breaks, but you are allowed to take short breaks. Any time used for breaks counts toward the maximum cumulative time of 135 minutes, whether you take the test online or in person at a Pearson VUE authorized testing center. You must bring a government-issued identification card. No other forms of ID are accepted.
The test will have up to 100 multiple-choice questions and drag-and-drop questions. The passing grade is 710 out of a possible 900. Candidates will receive the results at the test center from the test administrator.

Qualifying for the Exam

While there are no experience requirements for taking the exam, CompTIA recommends at least 12 months of cumulative project management experience. Because this is not a requirement, candidates can sign up for the exam without this experience, but should spend adequate study time to ensure that they have the knowledge needed for this exam.

Signing Up for the Exam

CompTIA exams are offered at Pearson VUE testing centers around the world. Certain qualified students or other individuals in the U.S. and Canada may be eligible to take the Project+ exam remotely through ProctorU instead of visiting a testing center. If you want to take the exam online, review the requirements and follow the instructions at http://proctoru.com/portal/comptia.

The steps to sign up for the Project+ exam at your local Pearson VUE testing center are as follows:

2. Schedule your exam at your nearest Pearson VUE facility.
3. Save your exam appointment confirmation.

After you complete the exam, you will be given a score report. Save this score report until you confirm that you have been awarded the credential by logging into https://www.certmetrics.com/comptia/login.aspx.

How To Use This Book

The goal of this book is simple: Helping you to pass the 2017 version of the CompTIA Project+ Certification exam (PK0-004).

The Project+ exam stresses a complete understanding of the knowledge areas and experience of project management. Whether you have an extensive background as a project manager in multiple industries, or you are entering the project management field for the first time, this book is designed to help you understand and master the required objectives for the exam.
This book uses several methodologies to help you 1) discover the exam topics on which you need more review, 2) fully understand and remember details about those topics, and 3) prove to yourself that you have retained your knowledge of those topics. To pass the exam, memorizing terminology is not sufficient; you must understand the concepts covered in the exam and this book.

Each chapter is structured in the following way:

- **Objectives:** The chapter opens with a list of Project+ exam topics covered in the chapter, a brief introduction to those topics, and a list of the corresponding CompTIA Project+ objectives.

- **“Do I Know This Already?” Quiz:** This quiz tests your knowledge and understanding of the main topics covered in the chapter. Detailed answers are in Appendix A, “Answers to the ‘Do I Know This Already?’ Quizzes and Review Questions.” The quiz helps you to assess whether you should read the entire chapter, read only the sections on unfamiliar topics, or jump immediately to the “Exam Preparation Tasks” section.

- **Foundation Topics:** This section holds the core content of the chapter. It explores the chapter topics with both theory and examples. In-depth descriptions, lists, tables, and figures are geared to build your knowledge so that you can pass the Project+ exam.

- **Examples:** This book presents more than 125 true-to-life examples that demonstrate how project management actually works in the phases, tasks, documents, processes, etc. that are part of the project manager’s job. These examples are designed to give you real-world insight that is particularly useful in scenario-based questions on the live Project+ exam.

- **Key Topics:** The Key Topic icon in the margin indicates important information that you should know for the exam. Although the contents of the entire chapter could be on the exam, you should definitely know the information listed in each key topic. All of the key topics for the chapter are gathered in a Key Topics table at the end of the chapter for quick reference to the text covering each key topic.

- **Exam Preparation Tasks:** This section of the chapter moves from active learning to active exam preparation. Now that you have grasped the chapter contents, use the activities in this section to test your understanding of the information in the chapter:

  - **Review All Key Topics:** The Key Topics table in this section provides a brief summary of each chapter element marked with the Key Topic symbol described earlier. Review the contents of this table carefully to check your understanding of that topic. In case you need to refresh your
memory or learn more, the table lists the corresponding page number
where each topic begins, so you can jump instantly to that point in the
chapter.

- **Define Key Terms**: This section lists all the important terms discussed in
  the chapter. You are expected to be familiar with these key terms for the
  Project+ exam. Provide your own definitions for the terms in the list, and
  then compare your definitions against those in the Glossary at the end of
  the book. The Glossary combines all the key terms from all the chapters,
  listed alphabetically to make each term easy to find.

- **Review Questions**: Each chapter ends with 10 multiple-choice questions,
  designed to test your knowledge of the chapter content. Check your
  selections against the answers and descriptions in Appendix A.

**Who Should Read This Book?**

The CompTIA Project+ examination is designed for project management in any
field. The exam certifies that the successful candidate has the requisite knowledge
and skills to manage projects for any type of organization.

As mentioned earlier, no project management experience is required for taking the
exam. However, CompTIA recommends at least 12 months of cumulative project
management experience.

This book is intended for the wide range of Project+ certification candidates, from
people who seek entry-level project management know-how all the way up to expe-
rienced project managers who want to keep skills sharp, increase income, improve
organizational ranking or title, or meet their organization’s policies mandating
certification.

**Strategies for Exam Preparation**

How you use this book to prepare for the exam will vary depending on your existing
skills and knowledge. The ideal exam preparation would consist of years of active
project management experience followed by rigorous study of the exam objectives,
but that may not be practical in your case. The best way to determine your readiness
for the Project+ exam is to work through the “Do I Know This Already?” Quiz at
the beginning of each chapter and review the foundation topics and key topics pre-
sented in each chapter. If possible, work your way through the entire book until you
can complete each subject without having to do any research or look up any answers.

If you need to study particular areas in the PK0-004 certification exam outline, find
those sections in the book and review them carefully. Table I-1 lists the objectives in
the Project+ exam and where those objectives are covered in this book.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project+ Objective</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Summarize the properties of a project.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Classify project roles and responsibilities.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Compare and contrast standard project phases.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Identify the basics of project cost control.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Identify common project team organizational structures.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>Given a scenario, execute and develop project schedules.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Identify the basic aspects of the Agile methodology.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>Explain the importance of human resource, physical resource, and personnel management.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Given a scenario, predict the impact of various constraint variables and influences throughout the project.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Explain the importance of risk strategies and activities.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Given a scenario, use the appropriate communication method.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Compare and contrast factors influencing communication methods.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Explain common communication triggers and determine the target audience and rationale.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Given a scenario, use the following change control process within the context of a project.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Recognize types of organizational change.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Compare and contrast various project management tools.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>Given a scenario, analyze project centric documentation.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Identify common partner or vendor-centric documents and their purpose.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When you feel confident in your skills, work through the “Exam Preparation Tasks” section of each chapter, and then attempt the practice exams in the Pearson Test Prep practice test software online. As you work through a practice exam, note the areas where you lack knowledge or confidence, and then review those concepts in the book. After you have reviewed those areas, work through the practice exam a second time and rate your skills. Keep in mind that the more you work through a practice exam, the more familiar the questions will be.
After you have worked through the practice exams successfully, schedule your CompTIA Project+ PK0-004 exam as described earlier. Typically candidates should take the exam within a week of when they feel ready for the exam.

**Companion Website**

Register this book to get access to the Pearson Test Prep practice test software and other study materials plus additional bonus content. Check the site regularly for new and updated postings written by the author that provide further insight into the more troublesome topics on the exam. Be sure to check the box that you would like to hear from us to receive updates and exclusive discounts on future editions of this product or related products.

To access this book’s companion website, follow these steps:

1. Go to www.pearsonITcertification.com/register and log in or create a new account.
2. On your Account page, tap or click the **Registered Products** tab, and then tap or click the **Register Another Product** link.
4. Answer the challenge question as proof of book ownership.
5. Tap or click the **Access Bonus Content** link for this book to go to the page where your downloadable content is available.

**NOTE** Keep in mind that companion content files can be very large, especially image and video files.

If you are unable to locate the files for this title by following these steps, please visit www.pearsonitcertification.com/about/contact_us, select the **Site Problems/Comments** option, enter the requested information, and tap or click **Submit**. Pearson’s customer service representatives will assist you.

**NOTE** The cardboard sleeve in the back of this book includes a paper that lists the activation code for the practice exams associated with this book. *Do not lose the activation code!* The paper also includes a unique, one-time-use coupon code for discounted purchase of the digital-only *CompTIA Project+ Cert Guide Premium Edition eBook and Practice Test*, with additional practice exams. (See the later section “Premium Edition” for details.)
**Pearson Test Prep Practice Test Software**

In addition to the bonus content on the book’s companion website, this book comes complete with the Pearson Test Prep practice test software. The practice tests are available to you either online or as an offline Windows application. To access the practice exams that were developed with this book, you will need the unique activation code printed on the paper in the cardboard sleeve in the back of this book.

**Accessing the Pearson Test Prep Software Online**

The online version of this software can be used on any device with a browser and connectivity to the Internet, including desktop machines, tablets, and smartphones. To start using your practice exams online, follow these steps:

2. Select **Pearson IT Certification** as your product group.
3. Enter your email/password for your account. If you don’t have an account on PearsonITCertification.com, you will need to establish one by going to PearsonITCertification.com/join.
4. In the **My Products** tab, click the **Activate New Product** button.
5. Enter the access code printed on the insert card in the back of your book to activate your product.
6. The product will now be listed in your **My Products** page. Click the **Exams** button to launch the exam settings screen and start your exam.

**Accessing the Pearson Test Prep Software Offline**

If you want to study offline, you can download and install the Windows version of the Pearson Test Prep practice test software. There is a download link for this software on the book’s companion website, or you can enter this link in your browser:

http://www.pearsonitcertification.com/content/downloads/pcpt/engine.zip

To access the book’s companion website and the software, follow these steps:

2. Respond to the challenge questions.
3. Go to your account page and select the **Registered Products** tab.
4. Click the **Access Bonus Content** link under the product listing.
5. Click the **Install Pearson Test Prep Desktop Version** link under the Practice Exams section of the page to download the software.

6. After the software finishes downloading, unzip all the files on your computer.

7. Double-click the application file to start the installation, and follow the onscreen instructions to complete the registration.

8. After the installation is complete, launch the application and select the **Activate Exam** button on the My Products tab.

9. Click the **Activate a Product** button in the Activate Product Wizard.

10. Enter the unique access code found on the card in the sleeve in the back of your book, and click the **Activate** button.

11. Click **Next** and then the **Finish** button to download the exam data to your application.

12. You can now start using the practice exams by selecting the product and clicking the **Open Exam** button to open the exam settings screen.

Note that the offline and online versions will sync together, so saved exams and grade results recorded on one version will be available to you on the other as well.

**Premium Edition**

In addition to the free practice exams provided with your purchase, you can purchase expanded exam functionality from Pearson IT Certification. The digital-only *CompTIA Project+ Cert Guide Premium Edition eBook and Practice Test* contains additional practice exams as well as the eBook (in PDF, ePub, and MOBI/Kindle formats). In addition, the Premium Edition title links each question to the specific part of the eBook related to that question.

If you purchased the print version of this title, you can purchase the Premium Edition at a deep discount. The cardboard sleeve in the back of this book contains a paper with a one-time-use coupon code and instructions for purchasing the Premium Edition.
This chapter covers the following topics:

- Understand the various constraint variables throughout the project:
  Constraints include cost, scope, time and scheduling, deliverables, quality, environment, resources, and requirements.

- Understand the various influences on constraints throughout the project: Project influences include change requests, scope creep, constraint reprioritization, interaction between constraints, stakeholders/sponsors/management influences, and influences by other projects.
CHAPTER 7

Project Constraints and Influences

Constraints limit projects in important ways, such as defining the project’s scope and available resources. However, constraints are not always fixed in stone; they can be affected by events that occur while the project is underway. Project influences, such as a budget increase or a sponsor’s interest in expanding the project, can also require changes to the project’s constraints. This chapter examines how constraints—and changes in those constraints—affect the project.

This chapter covers the following objective for the Project+ exam:
2.1 Given a scenario, predict the impact of various constraint variables and influences throughout the project.

NOTE  Risks are also considered a project constraint. Chapter 8, “Risk Activities and Strategies,” discusses risks in more detail.

NOTE  Reminder: CompTIA might use slight variations of industry-standard terminology on the Project+ exam. For a detailed list of known vocabulary differences, see Chapter 15, “Final Preparation.”

“Do I Know This Already?” Quiz

The “Do I Know This Already?” quiz allows you to assess whether you should read this entire chapter thoroughly or jump to the “Exam Preparation Tasks” section. If you are in doubt about your answers to these questions or your own assessment of your knowledge of the topics, read the entire chapter. Table 7-1 lists major headings in this chapter and their corresponding “Do I Know This Already?” quiz questions. You can find the answers in Appendix A, “Answers to the ‘Do I Know This Already?’ Quizzes and Review Questions.”
Table 7-1  “Do I Know This Already?” Foundation Topics Section-to-Question Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foundation Topics Section</th>
<th>Questions Covered in This Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common Constraints</td>
<td>1–3, 6–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Influences</td>
<td>4–5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAUTION** The goal of self-assessment is to gauge your mastery of the topics in this chapter. If you do not know the answer to a question or are only partially sure of the answer, you should mark that question as wrong for purposes of the self-assessment. Giving yourself credit for an answer you correctly guess skew your self-assessment results and might provide you with a false sense of security.

1. Which constraint is most strongly affected if a project team member will have a higher rate of pay than originally estimated?
   a. quality
   b. time
   c. scope
   d. cost

2. Which of the following project changes would mainly affect the project’s scope?
   a. A new requirement for a web application is approved.
   b. A new team member is acquired.
   c. The lab will not be available until next quarter.
   d. The materials needed are only available during the spring season.

3. Which constraint is most strongly affected if a project team member can complete tasks at a faster rate than estimated?
   a. quality
   b. time
   c. scope
   d. cost
4. Three months into a project, one of the stakeholders wants to add a new feature to the application currently in development. The project sponsor approves this request and expands the project budget. Of which influence is this an example?
   a. triple constraint
   b. constraint reprioritization
   c. scope creep
   d. change request

5. Which of the following is an example of scope creep?
   a. A data center project is $100,000 over budget and six months behind schedule due to the project sponsor’s requesting 10 additional server racks.
   b. A company has recently experienced financial troubles and requested project budget cuts that result in a lengthened schedule. When originally started, the project needed to be completed as quickly as possible.
   c. The project sponsor for a new construction project requests that fiber-optic cabling be installed instead of CAT 6 cabling. This request is approved.
   d. A project stakeholder requests that a new clothing line be manufactured using only products made in the United States. This request is approved.

6. During what project phase are constraints first established?
   a. Initiating
   b. Planning
   c. Executing
   d. Monitoring and Controlling

7. If a change to a constraint is necessary, what should the project manager do?
   a. Make appropriate changes in the schedule via the work breakdown structure.
   b. Write the new requirements into the communication plan.
   c. Obtain approval from the project sponsor via the change control process.
   d. Document the changes in the transition/integration plan.
8. Which factors are referred to as the *triple constraint*?
   a. scope, time, cost
   b. resources, time, scope
   c. time, requirements, quality
   d. cost, resources, quality

9. Which of the following does *not* describe a project constraint?
   a. If your organization’s product is not released within five months, a major competitor will be first to market with a similar product.
   b. The project must include on-site training for the customer’s staff, to be delivered three weeks in advance of project closure.
   c. The materials cost cannot exceed 10% of the budget.
   d. The product must run on the customer’s existing point-of-sale terminals.

10. Which of the following describes an interaction between constraints?
    a. The sponsor wants to increase the budget and use a more expensive material. The sponsor asks the project manager to assess the impact of these changes on the timeline.
    b. A newly passed regulation requires an ongoing project to meet additional safety standards. The project manager allocates another month for testing and reschedules the prototype approval meeting.
    c. Because project B has a higher business priority, a senior manager requests that a key resource spend 70% of his time on project B and only 30% on project A.
    d. A team member submits a brochure to the client for approval. The client asks the team member to digitally retouch the executive staff’s headshots before printing the brochure.
Chapter 7: Project Constraints and Influences

Foundation Topics

Common Constraints

A constraint is a factor that limits the scope or execution of a project. Constraints are first established during the Initiating phase of the project and documented at a high level in the project charter. During the Planning phase, constraints are documented for the project’s scope statement. The project manager must ensure that all constraints are properly documented and monitored.

NOTE  The scope statement is described in Chapter 1, “Project Properties and Phases.”

If a change in a constraint is necessary, the project manager will need to obtain approval from the project sponsor. The project’s change control process outlines how these changes should be approved and documented. The project manager is responsible for evaluating the impact of the change, updating any project documents affected by the change, and communicating the change to the appropriate team members and stakeholders.

NOTE  For details on the change control process, see Chapter 11, “Change Control.”

This section covers how to predict the impact of various constraint variables, including cost, scope, time and scheduling, deliverables, quality, environment, resources, and requirements.

Together, cost, scope, and time form the triple constraint. Altering one aspect of the triple constraint automatically affects the other aspects. Each constraint will have advocates. For example, the project sponsor might mainly be concerned with cost (getting the project result as inexpensively as possible), while the project’s customer is mainly concerned with time (getting the project result as quickly as possible) and scope (getting all the necessary features in the project).

All three aspects of the triple constraint have equal weight when a project starts. As the project is initiated and planned, the constraints must be balanced to ensure that the project result is achieved within the scope, time, and cost constraints defined for the project.
Project managers should understand this rule: “Good, fast, cheap—pick any two.” Achieving all three goals is impossible. In most projects, one or two constraints will have priority. If constraints are reprioritized during the project, a thorough review of the other constraints must be performed.

**EXAMPLE:** You are managing a project in which the main concern during the Planning phase was the project’s cost. To reduce costs, the project schedule was lengthened, the materials are of lower quality, resources are less knowledgeable, and the scope does not include all the features that were originally proposed. Halfway through your project, a rival company starts work on a competing product. If your project’s sponsor wants to beat your rival to market, your project’s constraints will have to be reprioritized: Speeding up the schedule would result in higher costs, achieving the needed release date might require further reducing the project scope, and so on.

**Cost Constraint**

Budget is the classic constraint for any project, because every project has a limited amount of money available. During the Planning phase, the project manager estimates the amount of money that will be required to complete the project. Costs include resources, labor rates for contractors, risk estimates, materials, and so on. All aspects of the project that have a monetary component are part of the overall cost structure. The project manager uses all these cost details to estimate the project budget. Most projects include reserves, which are monies that are allocated to deal with risks. Even with reserves, however, only a finite amount of money is available for any project.

**NOTE** Chapter 8 discusses the different types of risk reserves.

If a project’s cost estimates were inaccurate and more money is ultimately required, either the project budget will need to be increased and approved by the project sponsor, or some other project constraint(s) will need to be adjusted. The project’s change control process outlines how these changes should be approved and documented.

**EXAMPLE:** While a project for building a new house is underway, the project manager learns that the lumber costs are significantly higher than projected. The project manager will need to meet with the project sponsor—in this case, the homeowner—to a) obtain additional funds to cover the increased costs, b) decrease costs in other areas, or c) both. Perhaps the homeowner will decide to cut costs in other areas to offset the increase in lumber prices. For example, switching to
cheaper light fixtures and omitting crown molding might provide enough money to cover the increased cost of the lumber.

**Scope Constraint**

Scope is a constraint because it restricts work on the project to only what is required to produce the project’s final product, result, or service. During the Planning phase, the project manager determines the project requirements that help define the project scope. All requirements that are accepted provide guidance for the project scope.

Because scope combines with cost and time in the triple constraint, a change in scope alters one or both of the other aspects. If the project scope must change, the project budget will need to be changed and approved by the project sponsor, and/or the project schedule will need to be adjusted.

**EXAMPLE:** During a project for a new banking application, the project sponsor requests an additional feature. The project manager will need to meet with the project sponsor to a) obtain additional funds to cover the new feature and adjust the schedule to account for development, b) decide which other feature(s) can be sacrificed to offset the budget and schedule changes, or c) both. When the decisions are made, the project will need to be adjusted based on those decisions.

**Time and Scheduling Constraints**

Time is a project constraint because every project has a limited amount of time available to create the project’s deliverables. The available time determines the project schedule, which is the time available to deliver a project. Time affects most other project constraints, including cost, scope, quality, and scheduling.

During the Planning phase, the project manager determines the project schedule, assigning all resources to project tasks or activities. The project schedule is based on the amount of time needed to complete the tasks and the amount of time all resources are available. The minimum amount of time required to complete the project (the critical path) also affects the minimum project budget for paid resource hours.

**NOTE** For a discussion of the critical path, see Chapter 4, “Project Schedules.”

If the allotted time for a task is overrun, additional costs will be incurred as additional resources become necessary; for example, staff may need to be paid overtime to complete tasks that exceed the allotted hours. Other project constraints, including quality and scope, may be impacted if additional resource time cannot be obtained.
EXAMPLE: During a project for a new mobile application, the developers indicate that tasks are taking longer to complete than originally projected. The project manager may need to obtain additional staff to help the project stay on schedule, or she might ask current developers to work overtime to meet the original project release date. Either of these choices will result in higher project costs, which affect the project budget. The project manager could also ask for a reduction in the project scope, perhaps by omitting a feature from the application.

**Deliverables Constraint**

Deliverables are considered project constraints because every project creates some sort of deliverables. These deliverables are considered part of the project scope. Deliverables are also constraints because they must meet specific, measurable benchmarks or key performance indicators (KPIs) to be accepted.

**NOTE**  For more on key performance indicators, see Chapter 12, “Project Management Tools.”

During the Planning phase, the project manager determines the project deliverables. If the scope of the project changes after planning is complete, the deliverables from the project are usually affected. If the number of deliverables increases, for instance, the project budget and schedule are usually affected.

**EXAMPLE:** A new book project is underway, and the author decides to add a chapter to the planned outline. The project manager will probably need to adjust the project schedule to include time for writing the new chapter. The project manager might try to work with the author to ensure that the project schedule remains unchanged, but this option may be unlikely with only one author. Hiring another author would result in higher costs.

While deliverables are not part of the triple constraint, changing deliverables in any type of project definitely affects the project scope and may also affect cost and time.

**Quality Constraint**

Every project has quality parameters with which the deliverables must comply. The quality constraint is considered part of the project scope, defining the quality of the project deliverables based on the requirements documented in the requirements management plan. Requirements describe the desired outcome, but quality is how to measure whether that outcome is delivered.
During the Planning phase, the project manager determines the project quality. The project scope affects project quality, and quality in turn affects other project constraints. For instance, if deliverables must be made from an expensive material to meet quality standards, the materials cost will be part of the minimum project budget, making it a priority constraint. If producing a correct deliverable takes a lot of time, sufficient resource hours must be scheduled.

Quality changes in any kind of project affect the project scope, and therefore affect the cost (project budget) and time (project schedule).

**EXAMPLE:** A company is creating a new machine part, and the project sponsor requests changing to a higher-quality metal alloy for the project. The project manager will need to increase the project budget to account for this more expensive material. In addition, the project schedule may be delayed by the time needed to order and receive the new alloy.

**Environment Constraint**

The environment in which the project takes place can constrain its scope, the quality of its deliverables, the availability of resources, its schedule, or numerous other factors. Environmental constraints include the corporate environment, the global environment outside the organization, and the project environment itself. Project managers must understand and document any effects these environments may have on the project.

The *corporate environment* includes the type of organization and the organization’s culture. For example, in a functional company, project managers must work with functional managers to negotiate resource time. This type of environment would constrain resources and scheduling.

**NOTE**  Functional team structure is discussed in Chapter 2, “Project Roles, Responsibilities, and Team Structures.”

The *global environment* is the backdrop that sets the stage for the project, such as the regulatory environment, the physical environment (the natural world), the political environment, and/or the fiscal environment. These issues may vary depending on where the project is being completed. For example, a project to design a new car would be constrained by the regulatory environment (safety tests and emission
standards). A construction project is constrained by regulations (building codes) and the building’s physical environment (such as a need for earthquake-proof framing). A solar power project might be constrained by the physical environment (sun availability) and the political environment (located in a market with energy tax incentives).

**EXAMPLE:** A new building project is underway, and the city planning commission reports that the original plans overlap a neighboring property line by six inches. The project manager may need to have the site re-surveyed and work with the architect and designers to adjust the building plans. In addition, the project schedule may need to be adjusted to account for construction delays. Alternatively, the project manager could petition the city to obtain the neighboring property if it is available on the market and affordable.

The **project environment** includes any variables that must be present to complete the project. Some projects may need a “clean room” to carry out scientific experiments. Other projects might require specific environmental conditions, such as temperatures maintained within a certain range. Still other projects may require access to certain physical environments, such as the ocean or outer space. In many cases, these specific conditions can only be obtained at a certain time of year or in a certain location. It is the project manager’s job to ensure that the project planning specifies these requirements.

**EXAMPLE:** A new project is designed to test whether a certain plant can grow in a certain temperate environment during a certain season. For this project, proper planning is essential to ensure that the project is ready to start where and when the season starts.

Changes to the project environment can affect all three triple constraints: scope, time, and cost.

**Resources Constraint**

*Resources* are the personnel and other assets needed to complete the project. Personnel might constrain the project by being available only at certain times, needing a fixed amount of time to perform a task, or lacking the skills to produce the deliverables. For personnel resources, the project manager will need to ensure that the team members have the appropriate skills needed to complete their project tasks. For all other assets, the project manager must ensure that the assets are procured and available in time to be used in the tasks for which they are needed.

**EXAMPLE:** After the Planning phase of a new project is complete, the project manager discovers that the limestone required for the project will not be available from the supplier for at least six months. Another supplier has enough of the limestone in stock for the project, but at a considerably higher price. The project
manager and project sponsor will need to make a choice between three alternatives:
1) Change the schedule to reflect the projected availability of the required limestone at the original cost. 2) Increase the budget to cover the inflated cost of the limestone that is available now. 3) Change the scope of the project to allow for using another building material.

During the Planning phase of the project, the project manager determines all resources needed for the project. In the Executing phase, the resources must be acquired and allocated to their tasks. The project tasks directly affect the resources needed.

**EXAMPLE:** In a current printing project, the project sponsor wants to change to using a higher-quality paper. The project manager will need to increase the project budget to account for the increased cost of the higher-quality paper. In addition, the project schedule might be delayed to accommodate ordering and receiving the new paper.

**EXAMPLE:** A team member resigns, and the project manager must find a replacement. The project manager may need to increase the budget if the replacement team member is paid at a higher rate than that of the original team member. The project schedule also may need adjustment if the replacement team member works at a different speed than the original team member, because the new team member may take a longer or shorter time to complete assigned tasks.

Project resource changes most likely affect time and cost.

**Requirements Constraint**

Requirements are conditions that must be present in the project’s end product or service. Requirements are also constraints because they directly affect the project scope and determine the criteria by which the final product is graded. As stated earlier, requirements describe the desired outcome, but quality is how you measure whether you have delivered the outcome. Requirements are assessed using key performance indicators and acceptance criteria.

**NOTE** See Chapter 12 for details on assessing requirements with KPIs.

During the Planning phase, the project manager gathers requirements from the project sponsor and stakeholders, documents the requirements, and then negotiates with the project sponsor to determine which requirements will be included in the project. In an Agile framework, this phase includes gathering user stories. The requirements are then used to define the project scope. If the requirements change, the project scope must be changed. In addition, it may be necessary to change the
project budget and project schedule. In some cases, requirements are not attainable at all, or must be delayed until a future revision of the product.

**NOTE** For more on development with an Agile team, see Chapter 6, “Agile Methodology.”

**EXAMPLE:** A state governmental agency specifies several requirements during an inspection of a construction project. The project manager will need to change the scope of the project to include these requirements, add any necessary tasks to the project to handle the requirements, and allocate resources for those tasks. Finally, the project manager will need to adjust the project budget to include any new costs incurred to meet the requirements.

Project requirement changes usually affect the project’s scope, time, and cost.

**Project Influences**

An influence is a project event or condition that can affect a project constraint. Project managers must be able to recognize whether an influence is about to occur, taking appropriate actions to either prevent the influence or adjust the project constraints to account for the influence. Common influences include change requests, scope creep, constraint reprioritization, interaction between constraints, stakeholders/sponsors/management, and other projects.

**Change Requests**

A change request is a formal proposal to modify a project in some way. Change requests include changes to deliverables, baselines, procedures, or documents. No matter which aspect of the project is changed, any approved changes will affect at least one of the triple constraints.

All change requests must be submitted to the change control board and undergo the formal change control process. The change control board reviews the change and decides whether to accept or deny it. Prior to approving a change request, the change control board should thoroughly analyze any project changes that will be necessary to accommodate the change. If the change request is approved, the project manager will then need to change the project scope, budget, and/or schedule to address the approved change.

**NOTE** The change control process is discussed in detail in Chapter 11.
EXAMPLE: During a kitchen remodeling project, the homeowner decides he wants to install granite instead of laminate countertops. Because the homeowner is the project sponsor, the project manager will need to explain how the proposed change in countertop materials will affect the project schedule and the budget. If the homeowner approves these time and budgetary changes, the project manager will need to take the necessary steps to implement the approved changes, including ordering the granite, canceling the laminate, renting a granite saw, rescheduling the painters, giving the homeowner a new move-in date, and billing for the difference in materials and labor costs.

Change requests usually affect all three triple constraints: scope, time, and cost. Regardless of the type of project, project managers need to fully analyze any changes to determine ways to offset these changes. For example, counterbalances to a change in project cost could include decreases in scope, time, quality, and/or resources. The project sponsor is best able to determine the changes that should occur if project cost is affected.

Scope Creep

Scope creep occurs when the project scope is changed without adjusting other project constraints, including cost, time, and resources. In most cases, this type of event occurs when the project’s scope and requirements are not properly documented during the Planning phase, and it tends to be more likely in larger projects. Think of scope creep as project changes that skip the formal change control process and therefore affect the project constraints without approved adjustments being made.

EXAMPLE: An application development project is affected by a newly enacted government regulation. Unfortunately, the required changes were added to the project requirements without also adjusting the corresponding project constraints, including scope, schedule, and budget. These changes result in the project taking longer than originally projected, and at a higher cost.

Scope creep affects all three triple constraints: scope, time, and cost. Besides documenting the project’s initial requirements, the best way to prevent scope creep from affecting the bottom line is to have—and follow!—the change management plan and communication plan described in Chapter 1.

NOTE  Aspects of project change and the change control process are discussed in detail in Chapter 11.
problem when a project has team members who work autonomously. The project manager must ensure that team members understand that *all* changes, large or small, must follow the change control process. Scope creep can happen in any project but is particularly a problem when project team members work from different locations.

**EXAMPLE:** ABC Corporation hires Designs for You, LLC to redesign the ABC Corporation website. Designs for You, LLC contracts with Jane Smith to code the site and David Jones to design the graphics. Jane and David only interact during virtual project meetings. One month into the project, management at ABC Corporation decides that a graphic for one of the new pages is unsatisfactory, even though it is exactly what the contract specified. ABC Corporation contacts David Jones about the graphic, and David implements the change as requested. However, the change was not formally approved based on the change control process documented in the change management plan. When David’s work is complete, he bills Designs for You, LLC for all of his work, including the graphics change. The project manager at Designs for You, LLC adjusts the budget to cover the extra pay for David. When the finished graphics are delivered to Jane Smith, she discovers that the graphics change causes a functionality issue with her code. Jane will now need to adjust her coding, resulting in another budget increase to cover her work. If the higher costs for both workers exceed the budget reserves, Designs by You, LLC will need to either 1) absorb the budget overage, or 2) work with ABC Corporation to increase the budget. This late in the project, a budget increase is unlikely to be approved. To prevent this scope creep, which includes unauthorized graphics and coding changes, the project manager should have explained to all team members that *all* changes must go through the formal change control process, even if the change request comes directly from the project sponsor or customer.

**Constraint Reprioritization**

*Constraint reprioritization* occurs when a project that is limited by a particular constraint must shift priorities to another constraint. When reprioritization occurs, the project manager must fully assess all project constraints to document any effects on them. The project manager will then need to explain to the project sponsor what this reprioritization will do to the project.

If a project’s cost estimates were inaccurate and more money is required to produce a deliverable, cost becomes the primary constraint for the project. To meet the original scope, the project budget will need to be increased and approved by the project sponsor. If the budget is not increased, another project constraint will need to be adjusted to reduce the pressure of the cost constraint; the project might need to drop a requirement or change the quality standards.
**EXAMPLE:** While a publisher is working on a new book project, a competitor announces plans to publish a book on a similar topic with an earlier release date. Because the project’s original priority was minimizing costs, only a single author and editor were engaged. However, the publisher now wants to move up the book’s schedule to beat its competitor’s book to publication. To make the date, the publisher may need to increase the budget to employ additional resources or to give the current resources an incentive to speed up their work. Another option would be to change the scope of the book, perhaps by shortening the content. However, this change probably would also affect quality. No matter which choice is made, the project manager will have to adjust all of the affected project constraints.

Constraint reprioritization affects all three triple constraints—scope, time, and cost—and the ultimate effects depend on which constraint is being prioritized.

**Interaction Between Constraints**

Project constraints directly interact with each other throughout the life cycle of the project. During the Planning phase, the project manager uses the information gathered about constraints to create the project documents, budget, schedule, and scope.

It is important to realize that other constraints can actually affect one or more of the triple constraints (scope, time, and cost). Resources directly affect project costs. Quality, requirements, and deliverables directly affect project scope. Environment directly affects project time and costs. Results of such changes can be both negative and positive. Suppose two new team members are brought into an engine development project. While this staffing change will likely increase the project budget, it also has a good chance of shortening the project schedule.

**EXAMPLE:** A key project team member goes on medical leave halfway through a project. The project manager assesses the impact to the project schedule and then presents the sponsor or key stakeholder with possible courses of action. Suggestions might include securing more funding to hire another team member, or extending the project schedule to account for slower progress. The two options affect the project’s constraints in different ways:

- If the project will remain understaffed but the schedule can be extended, the project manager will have to reassign the missing team member’s work to other resources and adjust the task start/finish dates, dependencies, and critical paths. Project milestones will have to be rescheduled.

- If the original schedule must be followed but more funds will be made available, the project manager should assess the cost to hire new resources, the impact on the schedule if resources must be trained, and the impact on deliverable quality if a sufficiently skilled resource cannot be hired.
Project managers need to understand the relationships between all the constraints, adjusting project scope, budget, or schedule accordingly when other constraints change.

**Stakeholder, Sponsor, and Management Influences**

Stakeholders, sponsors, and management can also affect project constraints. Stakeholders and sponsors are involved in setting project requirements, which directly affect the project scope. Sponsors also establish the project budget and influence the project schedule.

Management usually affects the project schedule more than the other constraints, especially if the organization’s structure is functional rather than projectized. In a functional team structure, the managers control access to the project team members.

**NOTE**  For differences between functional and projectized team structures, see Chapter 2.

**EXAMPLE:** A key stakeholder asks the project manager to make a significant change in a deliverable. The stakeholder did not consult the project sponsor about this request. The project manager asks the stakeholder to complete a change request that documents the proposed revision and assesses the impact of the change. Only then should the project manager approach the sponsor to seek approval, following the change control procedure detailed in the change management plan.

As with other influences, stakeholders, sponsors, and management can affect all three triple constraints: scope, time, and cost.

**Influence by Other Projects**

Other projects can influence project constraints; for example, by competing for the use of shared resources. The project manager may need to negotiate with other project managers and with the project management office (PMO), if one is available, to obtain the resources when needed.

**EXAMPLE:** Two projects need access to the same laboratory as part of the research portion of each project. During project planning, the project management office discovers that the two projects have planned to use the laboratory during the same two-week period. The PMO works with the project managers of the two projects to come up with three options: 1) finding a way to share the laboratory at the same time; 2) allowing each team half-day access to the laboratory, with one project team having mornings and the other having afternoons; or 3) giving primary laboratory
access to the higher-priority project and delaying laboratory access until later for the
lower-priority project. The first two choices would require a schedule adjustment
for both projects, and the third choice would require a schedule adjustment for only
one of the projects. After fully assessing the options and reaching a decision on how
to proceed, the project managers can make the necessary adjustments. In this case,
it is not necessary to follow the change control process because the issue was discov-
ered during the Planning phase, prior to project execution.

During the Planning phase, project managers should document any resources that
will be shared with other projects. Inter-project conflicts should be negotiated
between the project managers. If they are unable to resolve a problem, the PMO or
upper management should make the decision. In larger corporations, company poli-
cies may dictate how such issues will be resolved.

**Exam Preparation Tasks**

As mentioned in the section “How To Use This Book” in the Introduction, you
have several choices for exam preparation: the exercises here; Chapter 15, “Final
Preparation”; and the Pearson Test Prep practice test software online.

**Review All Key Topics**

Review the most important topics in this chapter, noted with the Key Topics icon in
the outer margin of the page. Table 7-2 provides a reference of these key topics and
the page number on which each begins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Topic Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section; example</td>
<td>Discussion and example of project constraints and the triple constraint</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section; example</td>
<td>Discussion and example of cost constraint</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section; example</td>
<td>Discussion and example of scope constraint</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section; example</td>
<td>Discussion and example of time and scheduling constraints</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section; example</td>
<td>Discussion and example of deliverables constraint</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section; example</td>
<td>Discussion and example of quality constraint</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section; examples</td>
<td>Discussion and example of environment constraint, corporate environment, global environment, and project environment</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Define Key Terms

Define the following key terms from this chapter and check your answers in the Glossary:

- constraint
- triple constraint
- reserves
- corporate environment
- global environment
- project environment
- resources
- influence
- change request
- scope creep
- constraint reprioritization

Review Questions

The answers to these questions appear in Appendix A. For more practice with sample exam questions, use the Pearson Test Prep practice test software online.

1. You have been hired to take over as project manager for a research project. You discover that the costs for the project’s supplies are significantly higher than originally estimated. However, the budget was not adjusted to show this increase. What could you do to resolve this issue? (Choose all that apply.)

   a. Request additional funds from the project sponsor.
   b. Find ways to cut costs in other areas of the project.
   c. Decrease the quality of the project.
   d. Shorten the project schedule to decrease costs.
2. During project planning, the project sponsor for a new electronic device requests that you add a new feature to the product. You meet with the sponsor to discuss adding this new feature. What should be the outcome of this meeting?
   a. Decrease the quality of the new device.
   b. Hire new personnel to develop the new feature.
   c. Obtain additional funds to cover the new feature development.
   d. Remove one of the other features of the device.

3. For your company's current project, the project manager discovers that creating the project deliverables is taking significantly longer than estimated. After discussing this issue with the project sponsor and following the proper change control procedure, the project manager hires a new team member. Which project constraints should be adjusted as a result of this action?
   a. cost, time, and scope
   b. time and scope
   c. cost and scope
   d. cost and time

4. You are hired to take over a project, and you discover that a deliverable was omitted. You discuss this issue with the project sponsor, who decides to add the deliverable. Which project constraints should be adjusted as a result of this action?
   a. cost, time, and scope
   b. time and scope
   c. cost and scope
   d. cost and time

5. For a new printing project, the project sponsor requests a higher-quality vinyl, which is not currently in stock. Which project constraints should be adjusted as a result of this request?
   a. cost, time, and scope
   b. time and scope
   c. cost and scope
   d. cost and time
6. You are the project manager for an application development project. As part of the project, quality assurance testers will need access to a lab environment. After completing project planning, you discover that the lab will not be available when you need it but will be available at a different time. Which project constraint should be adjusted as a result of this issue?
   a. scope
   b. time
   c. cost
   d. requirements

7. You are the project manager for a new construction project. During project planning, you learn that a backhoe owned by the project sponsor can be used for the project. However, two days before you need the backhoe, you find out that it is being repaired, and you must rent a backhoe instead. Which project constraint should be adjusted as a result of this issue?
   a. scope
   b. time
   c. cost
   d. deliverable

8. You are the project manager for a retail store redesign project. Two weeks into project execution, the project sponsor requests that you increase the width of the main aisles by one foot. This change is approved, and the project requirements are adjusted. Of which influence is this an example?
   a. change request
   b. scope creep
   c. constraint reprioritization
   d. another project

9. You are hired to take over as project manager for an existing project. On your first day, you discover that the project is over budget and behind schedule as a result of new requirements having been added to the project. The project’s budget and schedule were not adjusted when these requirements were added. Of which influence is this an example?
   a. change request
   b. scope creep
   c. constraint reprioritization
   d. another project
10. You are managing a project to produce a new refrigerator design for commercial usage. When the project was originally planned, the project sponsor wanted to obtain the design as quickly as possible to be first to market. However, today you learned that the company is having a budget crisis, and the project sponsor asks you to adjust your project to minimize costs. Of which influence is this an example?

   a. change request
   b. scope creep
   c. constraint reprioritization
   d. another project
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Masters (scrum), 113
Material resources, 230
Matrix team structures, 38-39
Medium-term timeline, 159
Mediums (communication), 169

Meetings
  Agendas, 284
  Closure, 175
  Communication, 173
    Closure, 175
    Impromptu, 175
    In-person, 174
    Kickoff meetings, 173-174
    Scheduled, 175
    Virtual, 174
  Daily scrum, 114-115
  Impromptu, 175
  In-person, 174
  Kickoff, 173-174
  Minutes, 284
  Scheduled, 175
  Virtual, 174

Memorandum of understanding (MOU), 294, 300
Memory tables appendixes, 309
Mergers (business), 234
Messaging
  Content, 186
  Instant, 177-178
  Text, 177-178
Microsoft Excel charts, 248
Milestones, 71
  Communication, 206
  Missed, 261
Minutes (meetings), 284
Missed milestones, 261
Mitigating risks, 161
Monitoring and Controlling phase, 16
  Budgets, 18
  Change control, 17
  Issues log, 16-17
  Performance measuring and reporting, 17
  Quality assurance/governance, 17
MOU (memorandum of understanding), 294, 300
Moved to issue status (risks), 159
Mutually binding documents, 297
  Agreements/contracts, 297-299
  Cease-and-desist letters, 300
  LOIs, 300
  MOUs, 294, 300
  NDAs, 299-300
  POs, 301
  SLAs, 301
  SOW, 301
  Warranties, 302
NDAs (non-disclosure agreements), 294, 299-300
near-term timeline, 159
negative risks. See threats
negotiating
  conflict resolution, 97-98
  resources, 90
noise (communication), 169
nonverbal communication, 170
norming (team building), 90

official communication, 170
OPCs (other project costs), 50
open status (risks), 159
opportunities, 147
  enhancement, 162
  exploitation, 162
  responses, 160
  sharing, 162
oral communication, 170
organizational changes, 233
  business demergers/splits, 234-235
  business mergers/acquisitions, 234
  business process changes, 235
  internal reorganizations, 235
  outsourcing, 236
  relocation, 236
organizational charts, 280
other project costs (OPCs), 50
outcomes (projects), 8
outsourcing, 236
overallocating resources, 100
overdue tasks, 261

Pareto charts, 251-252
paths, 72
Pearson Test Prep, 309
percentage of canceled projects, 261
percentage of projects completed on time, 261
percentage of tasks completed, 261
performance measurement tools, 17, 260
  BSCs, 262-263
  KPIs/KPPs, 260-262
  RACI matrix, 265-266
  SWOT analysis, 263-264
performing (team building), 90
personal preferences (communication), 184
personalities (stakeholder behavioral styles), 188
personnel management, 89
  communication, 92-93
  conflict resolution, 94
    avoiding conflicts, 96-97
    compromising, 95
    confronting, 95-96
    forcing, 94
    negotiating, 97-98
    smoothing, 94
organizational charts, 280
outsourcing, 236
resources, 230
stakeholders. See stakeholders
  teams
    building, 89-90
    remote versus in-house teams, 91
    removing/replacing members, 92
    selection, 90-91
    virtual, 91
phase-gate model, 207-208
phases (projects), 10-11
  Closing, 18
    contracts, 19
    documents, archiving, 19
    lessons learned, 19
    project sign-off, 18
    releasing resources, 19
    transition/integration plan, 18
  Executing, 16
    Initiating, 11
      business cases, 12
      high-level risks, 12
      high-level scope definition, 12
      project charter, 11
      stakeholder register, 12
Monitoring and Controlling, 16
  budgets, 18
  change control, 17
  issues log, 16-17
  performance measuring and reporting, 17
  quality assurance/governance, 17
Planning, 12-13
- budgets, 15
- change management plan, 15
- communication plan, 15
- detailed risks, 14
- procurement management plan, 15
- requirements, 14
- resources, 14
- schedule, 13
- scope, 13-14
- stakeholder management plan, 15
- WBS, 14

planned values (PVs), 52, 261

planning
- projects, 200-201
- risk response, 154
- risks, 151-152

Planning phase, 12-13
- budgets, 15
- change management plan, 15
- communication plan, 15
- detailed risks, 14
- procurement management plan, 15
- requirements, 14
- resources, 14
- schedule, 13
- scope, 13-14
- stakeholder management plan, 15
- WBS, 14

PMOs (project management offices), 36

POs (purchase orders), 294, 301

portfolios, 9, 10

positive risks. See opportunities

potential communication channels, 170

preassigned resources, 90

predecessors
- activities, 207
- task, scheduling, 71

predictive planning, 111

printed media, 179

prioritization
- constraints, 138
- risks, 154
- tasks, 72

probability (risks), 152, 159

problems
- identifying with fishbone diagrams, 251
- solving, 95-96

process diagrams, 248-250
- procurements example, 248
- software, 250
- symbols, 248

processes
- groups. See phases
- improvement plan, 201, 278
- incremental, 111-112
- iterative, 111-112
- managing costs, 261

procurements
- changes, 232-233
- defined, 291

documentation
- agreements/contracts, 297-299
- cease-and-desist letters, 300
- LOIs, 300
- MOUs, 294, 300
- mutually binding documents, 297
- NDAs, 299-300
- POs, 301
- RFI s, 294-295
- RFPs, 295-296
- RFQs, 296-297
- SLAs, 301
- SOW, 301
- warranties, 302
- management plan, 15, 22
- project management plans, 278
- target audience, 201
- process diagram example, 248
- vendors, 294

product owners, 113

programs
- defined, 9
- portfolio relationship, 10
- project relationship, 9-10

project management offices (PMOs), 36

project overview dashboards, 257

projected team structures, 40

projects
- defined, 7
- environment, 134
- influencing other projects, 140-141
- integration, 20
- management plans, 277-278
- outcomes, 8
phases, 10-11
  Closing, 18-19
  Executing, 16
  Initiating, 11-12
  Monitoring and Controlling, 16-18
  Planning, 12-15
purpose, 9
quality, 21
requirements, 14
scheduling software, 247
sign-off, 18
start/finish dates, 8
temporary nature, 8
time management, 20
unique, 8
pull communication, 169
purchase orders (POs), 294, 301
purpose (projects), 9
push communication, 169
PVs (planned values), 52, 261

Q

qualitative risk analysis, 153
quality
  assurance/governance, 17
  changes, 223, 229-230
  constraint, 132-133
  gates, 77-78
  histograms, 250
  management, 21
  project management plans, 278
  target audience, 201
tools, 251
quantification (risks), 153-154

R

RACI (responsible, accountable, consulted, and informed) matrix, 265-266
rapport (communication), 185
receiver (communication), 169
register (risk), 155, 159
  assessment information, 159
  basic notes, 158
  response details, 159
  template, 155
  updates, communicating, 206
regression plans (change requests), 222
relationships
  influences on communication, 185
tasks, 207
releasing resources, 19
relocations (business), 236
reorganizations, 235
reports
  dashboards, 257
  expenditures, 50-51
  performance, 17
  risks, 152
  stakeholder communication requirements, 187
status, 282
reprioritizing constraints, 138
request for information (RFI), 294
request for proposal (RFP), 294
request for quote (RFQ), 294
requirements
  changes, 229
  constraint, 135-136
  gathering, 112
  management plan, 15
  project management plans, 277
  target audience, 201
Planning phase documentation, 14
stakeholder communication, 186
  communication styles, 188
  confidentiality, 187-188
  frequency, 186
  level of report detail, 187
  types of communication, 187
story mapping, 113
reserves
  analysis, 57
  contingency, 57
  defined, 57, 130
  management, 57
resources
  acquired, 90
  ad hoc allocation, 40
  allocating, 76, 99-100
  attributes, 100
  benched, 101
  breakdown structure, 77
  calendar, 77, 90
  changes, 204-205, 230-231
  constraint, 134-135
  contention, 101
RFQ (request for quote), 294-297

**risks**
- actions, 159
- activities, 147, 151
- appetite, 147
- budget, 152
- categories, 152
- causes, 147
- communication, 159
- defined, 12, 147
- descriptions, 158
- detailed, 14
- events, 228
- high-level, 12
- identification, 147, 152-153
- impacts, 147, 159
- issues, compared, 279
- management plan, 22, 152
  - project management plans, 278
- negative. See threats
- numbers, 158
- planning, 151-152
- positive. See opportunities
- prioritization, 154
- probability/impact, 152, 159
- quantification, 153-154
- register, 14, 155, 159
  - assessment information, 159
  - basic notes, 158
  - response details, 159
  - template, 155
  - updates, communicating, 206
- reporting, 152
- response planning, 154
- reviewing, 155
- stakeholder tolerances, 152
- status, 159
- strategies, 160
  - acceptance, 160
  - avoidance, 161
  - defined, 147
  - enhancement, 162
  - exploitation, 162
  - mitigation, 161
- sharing, 162
- transference, 161

RFI (request for information), 294-295
RFP (request for proposal), 294-296
team roles/responsibilities, 152
timeline, 159
tolerance, 147
tracking, 152
triggers, 155
ROI (return on investment), 261
roles
coordinators, 34
PMO, 36
product owners, 113
project managers, 33
risk management, 152
schedulers, 35
sponsors, 33
stakeholders, 34
teams, 35
roll wave planning, 69
root-cause analysis, 153
run charts, 252-253

S
SANs (storage area networks), 298
scatter charts, 253-255
schedule performance index (SPI), 52, 261
scheduled meetings, 175
schedulers, 35
schedules
baselines, 77
project management plans, 277
target audience, 201
changes, 203, 225-227
constraints, 131
creating, 70
baselines, 77
critical paths, 72-76
governance gates, 78
milestones, 71
predecessors/dependencies, 71
quality gates, 77-78
resource allocation, 76
sequencing/prioritizing tasks, 72
task durations, 71
tasks, 70
documentation, 281
management plan
project management plans, 278
target audience, 201
Planning phase, 13
project scheduling software, 247
variance (SV), 52, 261
WBS, 67, 70
scope
baselines, 14
project management plans, 277
target audience, 201
changes, 231
constraints, 131
creep, 137-138
management, 20
Planning phase, 13
project management plans, 277
target audience, 201
statements, 14, 281
scrum development, 113-114
burndown charts, 115-119
advantages, 119
blue lines, 116
inconsistent work, 118
push at end of sprint, 117
slow pace, 116
sprint commitments not being met, 117
typical mistakes, 118
continuous feedback, 115
daily meetings, 114-115
masters, 113
product owners, 113
retrospectives, 119
sprint planning, 114
security (technology), 182
self-directed teams, 120
self-organized teams, 120
sender (communication), 169
sequencing tasks, 72
service-level agreements (SLAs), 294
SF (start-to-finish) activity, 207
sharing
resources, 98
risks, 162
shortages (resources), 100
sign-offs, 18
SLAs (service-level agreements), 294, 301
slack, 74
smoothing
conflict resolution, 94
resources, 77
social media, 179
software
- chart making, 248
- collaboration tools, 260
- dashboards, 257
- fishbone diagrams, 251
- process diagrams, 250

SOW (statement of work), 294, 301
SPI (schedule performance index), 52, 261
splits (business), 234-235
sponsors, 33, 140
spreadsheet applications, 248

sprints
- defined, 113
- planning, 114
- tracking, 119

SS (start-to-start) activity, 207

stakeholders, 34
- behavioral styles, 188
- changes, 204, 232
- influences, 140
- influences on communication, 186-188
- management plan, 15, 22
  - project management plans, 278
- target audience, 201
- register, 12
- risk tolerance, 152
- user stories, 112

start dates
- projects, 8
- tasks, 71

start-to-finish (SF) activity, 207
start-to-start (SS) activity, 207

statement of work (SOW), 294, 301

statements (scope), 14, 281

status (risks), 159
status reports, 282

steadiness personalities, 188

storage area networks (SANs), 298

storming (team building), 90

story mapping, 113

strategies (risks), 160
- acceptance, 160
- avoidance, 161
- defined, 147
- enhancement, 162
- exploitation, 162
- mitigation, 161
- responses, 160
- sharing, 162
- transference, 161

strengths analysis, 263

strong matrix team structures, 39

structures (teams), 36
- functional, 37
- influences on projects, 36
- matrix, 38-39
- projectized, 40

subsidiary plans, 277-278

successor activities, 207

supportive PMOs, 36

SV (schedule variance), 52, 261

SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis, 263-264

T

T&M (time and materials) contracts, 299

tangible outcomes, 8

target audiences (plans), 201

tasks
- charting, 256
- completion, 207
- critical paths, 72-76
- dependencies, 71
- determining, 70
- durations, scheduling, 71
- initiation, 207
- lists, 70
- overdue, 261
- percentage completed, 261
- predecessors, 71
- relationships, 207
- sequencing/prioritizing, 72

TCPI (To-Complete Performance Index), 56-57

teams
- building, 89-90
- communication. See communication
- conflict resolution, 94
  - avoiding conflicts, 96-97
  - compromising, 95
  - confronting, 95-96
  - forcing, 94
  - negotiating, 97-98
  - smoothing, 94
- human resource management, 21
- rapport, 185
- remote versus in-house, 91
intranet sites, 258
vendor knowledge bases, 259
wiki pages, 258-259
performance measurement, 260
BSCs, 262-263
KPIs/KPPs, 260-262
project scheduling software, 247
RACI matrix, 265-266
SWOT analysis, 263-264
total estimated costs (TEC), 50
total project costs, 50
tracking
expenditures, 50-51
risks, 152
sprints (burndown charts), 115-119
transference (risks), 161
transitioning project teams, 18
triggers
communication, 195
audits, 199-200
budget changes, 205
business continuity, 208-209
change requests, 201-203
gate reviews, 207-208
incident responses, 208
milestones, 206
project planning, 200-201
resource changes, 204-205
risk register updates, 206
schedule changes, 203
stakeholder changes, 204
task initiation/completion, 207
risks, 155
triples constraints, 129
change requests, 137
constraint reprioritization, 139
management influences, 140
scope creep, 137
sponsor influences, 140
stakeholder influences, 140
Tuckman ladder, 89
types
changes
organizational, 233-236
project, 225-233
requests, 220
communication, 169
procurement contracts, 297
U

unofficial communication, 170
updates
documentation, 223
risk register, 206
U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), 260
user stories, 112

V

validating changes, 223
variable correlations (scatter charts), 253
vendors
defined, 294
documentation
mutually binding. See mutually binding documents
RFIs, 294-295
RFPs, 295-296
RFQs, 296-297
knowledge bases, 259
verbal communication, 170
vertical communication, 169
video conferencing, 176
virtual meetings, 174
virtual teams, 91
vocabulary differences, 307
voice conferencing, 176

W – Z

warranties, 302
WBS (work breakdown structure), 50, 67, 70
activities, scheduling, 70
baselines, 77
critical paths, 72-76
governance gates, 78
milestones, 71
predecessors/dependencies, 71
quality gates, 77-78
resource allocation, 76
sequencing/prioritizing tasks, 72
tasks, 70-71
dictionary, 14, 67
example, 67
expenditure tracking, 51
Planning phase, 14
work packages, 67
weak matrix team structures, 38
websites
Agile manifesto, 107
as knowledge management tools, 258
wiki pages, 258-259
win-win solutions, 94
withdrawing. See avoidance
work breakdown structure. See WBS
work overview dashboards, 257
work packages, 67
written communication, 170